
JCulP OS Q&A 

 

①I’d graduated / am scheduled to graduate from the high school which 

follows the education system other than Japan, but I hold a Japanese 

nationality. 
In this case, which category should I apply for? 

→Nationality dose not influence the application category. Even if you hold a 

Japanese nationality, if you ’d graduated / are scheduled to graduate from the 

high school which follows the education system other than Japan, please apply 

as an “Overseas Students”. 

 

②Is there a category whose enrollment date is April? 

→In the case of “Japanese Students” category, the enrollment date is only April, 

and in the case of “Overseas Students” category, the enrollment date is only 

September. 

 

③Is it possible to get admission to other course of School of Culture, 

Media and Society or School of Humanities and Social Sciences through 

the application and document screening for JCulP? 

→You cannot enter other course or schools. You can only enter JCulP through 

this screening, but after you enter JCulP, you can somewhat take lectures in 

other courses and other schools. 

 

④Are SAT subject tests required? 

→Not required. 

 

⑤What is the average score of SAT, ACT, TOEFL etc of the successful 

applicants? 

→Sorry but we don’t disclose such data. 

 



⑥Are there any required score in applying for this program regarding SAT, 

ACT, TOEFL etc? 

→There is no required score for all tests. 

 

⑦Do you accept the SAT Superscore? 

→We don’t adopt Superscore. 

 

⑧Is the score of SAT, ACT, TOEFL, IELTS must be sent directly from the 

organization? 

→Yes. It must be sent directly from the organization. As for TEAP and Eiken, 

there is no need for scores to be sent directly from the organization. It can be 

sent by you with other application documents. 

Also, as for TOEFL and IELTS we accept the score sent in the form of data as 

well as the paper. 

 

⑨I took SAT ten years ago. Can I submit the scores which I got at the 

time? 

→You cannot submit the score taken in ten years ago.Please submit the score 

taken during the valid period we designated. 

 

⑩Can I submit the Advanced Placement as the results of University 

entrance qualification exam or other standardized test? 

→No. Advanced Placement cannot be regarded as the University entrance 

qualification exam or other standardized test. 

 

⑪I cannot submit the result of University entrance qualification exam or 

other standardized test due to the timing of getting the result. 

→Please take SAT or ACT and submit the scores of it. If you have difficulty for 

that, please contact our office : toyama-adm@list.wased.jp 
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⑫I have an experience to go to an overseas university (=other than 

Japan), so is it OK not to submit the results of University entrance 

qualification exam or other standardized test? 

→Even if you have an experience to go to an overseas university, it is still 

mandatory to submit the results of University entrance qualification exam or 

other standardized test. 

 

⑬I cannot find my country in “List of Application documents by 

Education System”. 

→Please contact out office : toyama-adm@list.wased.jp 

 

⑭Is the recommendation letter required? 

→Not required. You don’t need to prepare it. 

 

⑮What is the “Entrance Examination Card”? 

→It is for informing you that your application process is exactly done and 

informing you about your application number. Please note that it is not the 

“announcement of admission”. 

 

⑯Is there an interview test? 

→No interview test. There is only documents screening. 

 

⑰Is it mandatory to take the courses for learning Japanese Language? 

→As a general rule, it is mandatory but depending on your Japanese level, there 

is a case that you can be exempted from it. 

 

⑱I want to know the details of the scholarship. 

→Please refer to the following website. 

http://www.waseda.jp/inst/cie/en/life/aid 
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⑲I want to know the details of the dormitory. 

→Please refer to the following website. 

https://www.waseda.jp/inst/rlc/en/  
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